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(57) An optical coherence tomographic device of po-
larization-sensitive type may include: an image capturing
unit (10) configured to capture a tomographic image of
a subject eye (500), and a display unit (120) configured
to display the tomographic image captured by the image
capturing unit (10). The tomographic image may include
at least two images selected from a group consisting of:
an image showing a tissue in the subject eye by scattering

intensity, an image showing a melanin distribution in the
subject eye, an image showing a fiber density in the sub-
ject eye, an image showing a fiber direction in the subject
eye, and an image showing a blood flow in the subject
eye. The display unit (120) may be configured to display
the at least two images at a same position and on a same
cross section such that the at least two images are su-
perimposed on each other.
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE

[0001] This application claims priority to Japanese Pat-
ent Application No. 2020-153095, filed on September 11,
2020, the entire contents of which are incorporated here-
in by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] Techniques disclosed herein relate to an optical
coherence tomographic device of polarization-sensitive
type and a non-transitory computer-readable recording
medium storing computer-readable instructions for opti-
cal coherence tomographic device.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Optical coherence tomographic devices have
been widely used in ophthalmic devices etc., as a means
to obtain tomographic images of living organism’s tissues
because of their non-invasive and non-contact natures.
Further, for optical coherence tomographic devices,
techniques have been developed not only to capture to-
mographic images that show scattering intensities of liv-
ing organism’s tissues but also to capture tomographic
images that visualize various types of information of the
living organism’s tissues. For example, Japanese Patent
Application Publication No. 2013-146445 describes an
optical coherence tomographic device of polarization-
sensitive type. The optical coherence tomographic de-
vice of Japanese Patent Application Publication No.
2013-146445 obtains a luminance tomographic image
based on the intensity of light returned from a subject
eye, as well as a retardation image and a DOPU image
showing the polarization state of the subject eye. Further,
in the optical coherence tomographic device of Japanese
Patent Application Publication No. 2013-146445, the ob-
tained tomographic image based on the intensity of light
returned from the subject eye and tomographic image
showing the polarization state of the subject eye are dis-
played in parallel on a display unit. The simultaneous
display of plural tomographic images having various
characteristics on the display unit facilitates assessment
on the subject eye condition from various perspectives.

SUMMARY

[0004] In the optical coherence tomographic device of
Japanese Patent Application Publication No.
2013-146445, the tomographic image based on the in-
tensity of light returned from the subject eye and the to-
mographic image showing the polarization state of the
same subject eye are displayed in parallel. However,
even when the two images are displayed on the same
screen, an abnormality etc., in the subject eye is shown
in one of the images but this abnormality may not be

shown in the other image. For this reason, even though
the plural different images of the subject eye are dis-
played, a user is required to pay attention to the both
images and it is difficult to assess the subject eye con-
dition from various perspectives.
[0005] The disclosure herein discloses techniques that
make it possible to easily grasp a subject eye condition
from various perspectives.
[0006] An optical coherence tomographic device dis-
closed herein may be an optical coherence tomographic
device of polarization-sensitive type. The optical coher-
ence tomographic device may comprise: an image cap-
turing unit configured to capture a tomographic image of
a subject eye; and a display unit configured to display
the tomographic image captured by the image capturing
unit. The tomographic image may comprise at least two
images selected from a group consisting of: an image
showing a tissue in the subject eye by scattering intensity,
an image showing a melanin distribution in the subject
eye, an image showing a fiber density in the subject eye,
an image showing a fiber direction in the subject eye,
and an image showing a blood flow in the subject eye.
The display unit may be configured to display the at least
two images at a same position and on a same cross sec-
tion such that the at least two images are superimposed
on each other.
[0007] Further, the disclosure herein discloses a non-
transitory computer-readable recording medium storing
computer-readable instructions for an optical coherence
tomographic device. The computer-readable instruc-
tions, when executed by a processor of the optical co-
herence tomographic device, may cause the optical co-
herence tomographic device to: create at least two tom-
ographic images selected from a group consisting of: a
tomographic image showing a tissue in the subject eye
by scattering intensity, a tomographic image showing a
melanin distribution in the subject eye, a tomographic
image showing a fiber density in the subject eye, a tom-
ographic image showing a fiber direction in the subject
eye, and a tomographic image showing a blood flow in
the subject eye; and display the at least two tomographic
images at a same position and on a same cross section
such that the at least two tomographic images are su-
perimposed on each other.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0008]

FIG. 1 illustrates a schematic configuration of an op-
tical system in an optical coherence tomographic de-
vice according to an embodiment.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a control system
of the optical coherence tomographic device accord-
ing to the embodiment.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of a sampling trigger/clock generator.
FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an example of a proc-
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ess for displaying tomographic images of a subject
eye such that they are superimposed on each other.
FIG. 5 is an example of how a tomographic image
showing a tissue in a subject eye by scattering in-
tensity (so-called normal tomographic image) is dis-
played alone.
FIG. 6 is an example of how a tomographic image
showing entropy in the subject eye is displayed
alone.
FIG. 7 is an example of how a tomographic image
showing birefringence in the subject eye is displayed
alone.
FIG. 8 is an example of how a tomographic image
showing a fiber direction in the subject eye is dis-
played alone.
FIG. 9A is an example of how a tomographic image
showing a blood flow in the subject eye is displayed
alone.
FIG. 9B is a normal tomographic image correspond-
ing to the tomographic image of FIG. 9A.
FIG. 10 is an example of an image in which tomo-
graphic images are superimposed on each other,
where the tomographic image showing entropy in
the subject eye is superimposed on the normal tom-
ographic image.
FIG. 11 is another example of an image in which
tomographic images are superimposed on each oth-
er, where the tomographic image showing birefrin-
gence in the subject eye is superimposed on the nor-
mal tomographic image.
FIG. 12 is yet another example of an image in which
tomographic images are superimposed on each oth-
er, where the tomographic image showing birefrin-
gence in the subject eye is superimposed on the nor-
mal tomographic image and the tomographic image
showing entropy in the subject eye is further super-
imposed on the tomographic image showing birefrin-
gence in the subject eye.
FIG. 13 is yet another example of an image in which
tomographic images are superimposed on each oth-
er, where the tomographic image showing entropy
in the subject eye is superimposed on the normal
tomographic image and the tomographic image
showing birefringence in the subject eye is further
superimposed on the tomographic image showing
entropy in the subject eye.
FIG. 14 is a flowchart illustrating an example of a
process for displaying en-face images of a subject
eye such that they are superimposed on each other.
FIG. 15A is a normal en-face image of a subject eye.
FIG. 15B is an en-face image showing entropy in the
subject eye.
FIG. 15C is an en-face image showing birefringence
in the subject eye.
FIG. 16A is an image in which the en-face image
showing entropy in the subject eye is superimposed
on the normal en-face image.
FIG. 16B is an image in which the en-face image

showing birefringence in the subject eye is superim-
posed on the normal en-face image.
FIG. 16C is an image in which the en-face image
showing birefringence in the subject eye is superim-
posed on the normal en-face image and the en-face
image showing entropy in the subject eye is further
superimposed on the en-face image showing bire-
fringence in the subject eye.
FIG. 16D is an image in which the en-face image
showing entropy in the subject eye is superimposed
on the normal en-face image and the en-face image
showing birefringence in the subject eye is further
superimposed on the en-face image showing entro-
py in the subject eye.
FIG. 17A is an example of an en-face image created
by selecting a depthwise area and is a normal en-
face image near a choroidal superficial layer in a
subject eye.
FIG. 17B is an example of an en-face image created
by selecting a depthwise area and is an en-face im-
age showing entropy near the choroidal superficial
layer in the subject eye.
FIG. 17C is an image in which the image of FIG. 17B
is superimposed on the image of FIG. 17A.
FIG. 17D is an example of an en-face image created
by selecting a depthwise area and is a normal en-
face image near a choroid deep layer in the subject
eye.
FIG. 17E is an example of an en-face image created
by selecting a depthwise area and is an en-face im-
age showing entropy near the choroid deep layer in
the subject eye.
FIG. 17F is an image in which the image of FIG. 17E
is superimposed on the image of FIG. 17D.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] Representative, non-limiting examples of the
present disclosure will now be described in further detail
with reference to the attached drawings. This detailed
description is merely intended to teach a person of skill
in the art further details for practicing preferred aspects
of the present teachings and is not intended to limit the
scope of the present disclosure. Furthermore, each of
the additional features and teachings disclosed below
may be utilized separately or in conjunction with other
features and teachings to provide improved optical co-
herence tomographic devices of polarization-sensitive
type, as well as methods for using and manufacturing
the same.
[0010] Moreover, combinations of features and steps
disclosed in the following detailed description may not
be necessary to practice the present disclosure in the
broadest sense, and are instead taught merely to partic-
ularly describe representative examples of the present
disclosure. Furthermore, various features of the above-
described and below-described representative exam-
ples, as well as the various independent and dependent
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claims, may be combined in ways that are not specifically
and explicitly enumerated in order to provide additional
useful embodiments of the present teachings.
[0011] All features disclosed in the description and/or
the claims are intended to be disclosed separately and
independently from each other for the purpose of original
written disclosure, as well as for the purpose of restricting
the claimed subject matter, independent of the compo-
sitions of the features in the embodiments and/or the
claims. In addition, all value ranges or indications of
groups of entities are intended to disclose every possible
intermediate value or intermediate entity for the purpose
of original written disclosure, as well as for the purpose
of restricting the claimed subject matter.
[0012] Some of the features characteristic to below-
described embodiments will herein be listed. It should be
noted that the respective technical elements are inde-
pendent of one another, and are useful solely or in com-
binations. The combinations thereof are not limited to
those described in the claims as originally filed.
[0013] An optical coherence tomographic device dis-
closed herein may be an optical coherence tomographic
device of polarization-sensitive type. The optical coher-
ence tomographic device may comprise: an image cap-
turing unit configured to capture a tomographic image of
a subject eye; and a display unit configured to display
the tomographic image captured by the image capturing
unit. The tomographic image may comprise at least two
images selected from a group consisting of: an image
showing a tissue in the subject eye by scattering intensity,
an image showing a melanin distribution in the subject
eye, an image showing a fiber density in the subject eye,
an image showing a fiber direction in the subject eye,
and an image showing a blood flow in the subject eye.
The display unit may be configured to display the at least
two images at a same position and on a same cross sec-
tion such that the at least two images are superimposed
on each other.
[0014] The above optical coherence tomographic de-
vice displays the at least two tomographic images that
visualize different information of a tissue in the subject
eye such that they are superimposed on each other.
Therefore, at each position (cross section) of the tissue
in the subject eye, the condition can easily be grasped
from various perspectives based on the multiple informa-
tion. Consequently, it is likely to prevent an oversight of
a distinguishing feature (finding), such as an ailment,
shown in the tomographic images.
[0015] The optical coherence tomographic device dis-
closed herein may further comprise an input device for
input of a numerical range of an index to be displayed
for each of the at least two images. The display unit may
be configured to display each of the at least two images
according to the numerical range inputted through the
input device. According to such a configuration, it is pos-
sible to select index numerical ranges for the images to
be displayed according to assessment characteristics
desired by a user.

[0016] In the optical coherence tomographic device
disclosed herein, the input device may be further for input
of an order in which the at least two images are super-
imposed. The display unit may be configured to display
the at least two images such that the at least two images
are superimposed on each other in the order inputted
through the input device. According to such a configura-
tion, it is possible to select a positional relationship of the
at least two images (which image is superimposed on
top of which image) in superimposing the images accord-
ing to assessment characteristics desired by the user.
[0017] In the optical coherence tomographic device
disclosed herein, the image showing a melanin distribu-
tion in the subject eye may be created based on entropy.
The image showing a fiber density in the subject eye may
be created based on birefringence. According to such a
configuration, it is possible to create the image showing
a melanin distribution in the subject eye and the image
showing a fiber density in the subject eye that are suitable
for easily grasping the condition of the subject eye.
[0018] In the optical coherence tomographic device
disclosed herein, the image capturing unit may comprise:
a light source; a measurement optical system configured
to generate measurement light from light outputted from
the light source and to generate reflected light from the
subject eye by irradiating the subject eye with the gen-
erated measurement light; a reference optical system
configured to generate reference light from the light out-
putted from the light source; and an interference light
detector configured to detect interference light, the inter-
ference light being a combination of the reflected light
from the subject eye generated by the measurement op-
tical system and the reference light generated by the ref-
erence optical system. The measurement optical system
may be configured to: generate first polarization meas-
urement light and second polarization measurement light
from the light outputted from the light source, wherein
the first polarization measurement light vibrates in a first
direction and the second polarization measurement light
vibrates in a second direction different from the first di-
rection; irradiate the subject eye with the first polarization
measurement light and the second polarization meas-
urement light; generate first polarization reflected light
and second polarization reflected light from reflected light
of the first polarization measurement light from the sub-
ject eye, wherein the first polarization reflected light vi-
brates in the first direction and the second polarization
reflected light vibrates in the second direction; and gen-
erate third polarization reflected light and fourth polari-
zation reflected light from reflected light of the second
polarization measurement light from the subject eye,
wherein the third polarization reflected light vibrates in
the first direction and the fourth polarization reflected light
vibrates in the second direction. The interference light
detector may be configured to detect first interference
light, second interference light, third interference light,
and fourth interference light, wherein the first interference
light is a combination of the first polarization reflected
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light and the reference light, the second interference light
is a combination of the second polarization reflected light
and the reference light, the third interference light is a
combination of the third polarization reflected light and
the reference light, and the fourth interference light is a
combination of the fourth polarization reflected light and
the reference light. According to such a configuration, it
is possible to suitably create tomographic images that
visualize various different information of a tissue in the
subject eye (e.g., the image showing the tissue in the
subject eye by scattering intensity, the image showing a
melanin distribution in the subject eye, the image show-
ing a fiber density in the subject eye, the image showing
a fiber direction in the subject eye, etc.).
[0019] In the optical coherence tomographic device
disclosed herein, the image showing a tissue in the sub-
ject eye by scattering intensity may be created by using
at least one of the first interference light, the second in-
terference light, the third interference light, and the fourth
interference light. Each of the image showing a melanin
distribution in the subject eye, the image showing a fiber
density in the subject eye, the image showing a fiber di-
rection in the subject eye, and the image showing a blood
flow in the subject eye may be created by using the first
interference light, the second interference light, the third
interference light, and the fourth interference light. Ac-
cording to such a configuration, it is possible to suitably
create the image showing the tissue in the subject eye
by scattering intensity, the image showing a melanin dis-
tribution in the subject eye, the image showing a fiber
density in the subject eye, the image showing a fiber di-
rection in the subject eye, and the image showing a blood
flow in the subject eye.
[0020] In the optical coherence tomographic device
disclosed herein, the display unit may be configured to
display en-face images of the at least two images created
from the tomographic image captured by the image cap-
turing unit. The display unit may be configured to display
the en-face images of the at least two images such that
the en-face images are superimposed on each other. Ac-
cording to such a configuration, it is possible to easily
check the subject eye over a wider range.

EMBODIMENTS

First Embodiment

[0021] Hereinafter, an optical coherence tomographic
device according to the present embodiment will be de-
scribed. The optical coherence tomographic device ac-
cording to the present embodiment is a polarization-sen-
sitive OCT (PS-OCT) that is capable of capturing polar-
ization characteristics of a subject to be examined by a
Fourier domain method of a wavelength sweeping type
using a light source of a wavelength sweeping type
(swept-source optical coherence tomography: SS-OCT).
[0022] As illustrated in FIG. 1, the optical coherence
tomographic device according to the present embodi-

ment comprises a light source 11; a measurement optical
system (21 to 29, 31, 32) that generates a measurement
light from light outputted from the light source 11; a ref-
erence optical system (41 to 46, 51) that generates ref-
erence light from the light outputted from the light source
11; interference optical systems 60, 70 that combine re-
flected light from a subject eye 500 generated in the
measurement optical system with the reference light gen-
erated in the reference optical system to generate inter-
ference light; and interference light detectors 80, 90 that
detect the interference light generated in the interference
optical system 60, 70.

(Light Source)

[0023] The light source 11 is a light source of a wave-
length sweeping type, and the wavelength (wavenum-
ber) of output light varies with a predetermined cycle.
Since the wavelength of light with which the subject eye
500 is irradiated varies (sweeps), an intensity distribution
of light reflected from depthwise portions of the subject
eye 500 can be obtained by subjecting a signal obtained
from interference light, which is a combination of the re-
flected light from the subject eye 500 and the reference
light, to Fourier analysis.
[0024] A polarization control device 12 and a fiber cou-
pler 13 are connected to the light source 11, and a PMFC
(polarization maintaining fiber coupler) 14 and a sampling
trigger/clock generator 100 are connected to the fiber
coupler 13. Therefore, the light outputted from the light
source 11 is inputted to the PMFC 14 and the sampling
trigger/clock generator 100 through the polarization con-
trol device 12 and the fiber coupler 13. The sampling
trigger/clock generator 100 generates a sampling trigger
and a sampling clock for each of signal processors 83
and 93 (which will be described later) by using the light
from the light source 11.

(Measurement Optical System)

[0025] The measurement optical system (21 to 29, 31,
32) comprises a PMFC 21 connected to the PMFC 14;
two measurement light paths S1 and S2 branching off
from the PMFC 21; a polarization beam combiner/splitter
25 connecting the two measurement light paths S1 and
S2; a collimator lens 26 connected to the polarization
beam combiner/splitter 25; galvanometer mirrors 27 and
28; and a lens 29. An optical path length difference gen-
erator 22 and a circulator 23 are disposed on the meas-
urement light path S1. Only a circulator 24 is disposed
on the measurement light path S2. Therefore, an optical
path length difference ΔL between the measurement light
path S1 and the measurement light path S2 is generated
by the optical path length difference generator 22. The
optical path length difference ΔL may be set to be longer
than a depthwise measurement range of the subject eye
500. This prevents interference light with different optical
path lengths from overlapping each other. As the optical
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path length difference generator 22, for example, an op-
tical fiber may be used or an optical system such as a
mirror, a prism, etc. may be used. In the present embod-
iment, a PM fiber with a length of one meter is used as
the optical path length difference generator 22. The
measurement optical system further comprises PMFCs
31, 32. The PMFC 31 is connected to the circulator 23.
The PMFC 32 is connected to the circulator 24.
[0026] One of light (i.e., measurement light) split by the
PMFC 14 is inputted to the measurement optical system
(21 to 29, 31, 32). The PMFC 21 splits the measurement
light inputted from the PMFC 14 into first measurement
light and second measurement light. The first measure-
ment light split by the PMFC 21 is guided to the meas-
urement light path S1, and the second measurement light
split by the PMFC 21 is guided to the measurement light
path S2. The first measurement light guided to the meas-
urement light path S1 is inputted to the polarization beam
combiner/splitter 25 through the optical path length dif-
ference generator 22 and the circulator 23. The second
measurement light guided to the measurement light path
S2 is inputted to the polarization beam combiner/splitter
25 through the circulator 24. A PM fiber 304 is connected
to the polarization beam combiner/splitter 25 such that
the PM fiber 304 is circumferentially turned by 90 degrees
relative to a PM fiber 302. For this reason, the second
measurement light inputted to the polarization beam
combiner/splitter 25 has a polarization component or-
thogonal to the first measurement light. Since the optical
path length difference generator 22 is disposed on the
measurement light path S1, the first measurement light
is delayed relative to the second measurement light by
a distance corresponding to the optical path length dif-
ference generator 22 (that is, the optical path length dif-
ference ΔL is generated). The polarization beam com-
biner/splitter 25 superimposes the inputted first meas-
urement light and second measurement light. The light
outputted from the polarization beam combiner/splitter
25 (superimposed light of the first measurement light and
the second measurement light) passes through the col-
limator lens 26, the galvanometer mirrors 27 and 28, and
the lens 29 and is then inputted to the subject eye 500.
The light inputted to the subject eye 500 is scanned along
an x-y direction by the galvanometer mirrors 27 and 28.
[0027] The light inputted to the subject eye 500 is re-
flected by the subject eye 500. The reflected light by the
subject eye 500 scatters at the surface of the subject eye
500 and the inside thereof. The reflected light from the
subject eye 500 passes through, in the reverse order to
the incidence path, the lens 29, the galvanometer mirrors
28, 27, and the collimator lens 26, and is then inputted
to the polarization beam combiner/splitter 25. The polar-
ization beam combiner/splitter 25 splits the inputted re-
flected light into two polarization components that are
orthogonal to each other. These are termed horizontal
polarization reflected light (horizontal polarization com-
ponent) and vertical polarization reflected light (vertical
polarization component), for convenience sake. The hor-

izontal polarization reflected light is guided to the meas-
urement light path S1, and the vertical polarization re-
flected light is guided to the measurement light path S2.
[0028] The optical path of the horizontal polarization
reflected light is changed by the circulator 23, and the
horizontal polarization reflected light is inputted to the
PMFC 31. The PMFC 31 splits the inputted horizontal
polarization reflected light so that it is inputted to each of
PMFCs 61, 71. Therefore, the horizontal polarization re-
flected light inputted to each of the PMFCs 61, 71 con-
tains a reflected light component based on the first meas-
urement light and a reflected light component based on
the second measurement light. The optical path of the
vertical polarization reflected light is changed by the cir-
culator 24, and the vertical polarization reflected light is
inputted to the PMFC 32. The PMFC 32 splits the inputted
vertical polarization reflected light so that it is inputted to
each of PMFCs 62, 72. Therefore, the vertical polariza-
tion reflected light inputted to each of the PMFCs 62, 72
contains a reflected light component based on the first
measurement light and a reflected light component
based on the second measurement light.

(Reference Optical System)

[0029] The reference optical system (41 to 46, 51)
comprises a circulator 41 connected to the PMFC 14; a
reference delay line (42, 43) connected to the circulator
41; a PMFC 44 connected to the circulator 41; two ref-
erence light paths R1 and R2 branching off from the PM-
FC 44; a PMFC 46 connected to the reference light path
R1; and a PMFC 51 connected to the reference light path
R2. An optical path length difference generator 45 is dis-
posed on the reference light path R1. No optical path
length difference generator is disposed on the reference
light path R2. Therefore, an optical path length difference
ΔL’ between the reference light path R1 and the reference
light path R2 is generated by the optical path length dif-
ference generator 45. For example, an optical fiber is
used as the optical path length difference generator 45.
The optical path length difference ΔL’ of the optical path
length difference generator 45 may be the same as the
optical path length difference ΔL of the optical path length
difference generator 22. If the optical path length differ-
ences ΔL and ΔL’ are the same, depthwise positions of
a plurality of interference light (described later) in the sub-
ject eye 500 coincide with each other. That is, it is un-
necessary to align a plurality of acquired tomographic
images.
[0030] The other of light split by the PMFC 14 (i.e.,
reference light) is inputted to the reference optical system
(41 to 46, 51). The reference light inputted from the PMFC
14 is inputted to the reference delay line (42, 43) through
the circulator 41. The reference delay line (42, 43) in-
cludes a collimator lens 42 and a reference mirror 43.
The reference light inputted to the reference delay line
(42, 43) is inputted to the reference mirror 43 through the
collimator lens 42. The reference light reflected by the
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reference mirror 43 is inputted to the circulator 41 through
the collimator lens 42. The reference mirror 43 is movable
in directions to approach and separate from the collimator
lens 42. In the present embodiment, the position of the
reference mirror 43 is adjusted before the start of meas-
urement so that a signal from the subject eye 500 will be
within an OCT depthwise measurable range.
[0031] The optical path of the reference light reflected
by the reference mirror 43 is changed by the circulator
41, and the reference light reflected by the reference mir-
ror 43 is inputted to the PMFC 44. The PMFC 44 splits
the inputted reference light into first reference light and
second reference light. The first reference light is guided
to the reference light path R1, and the second reference
light is guided to the reference light path R2. The first
reference light is inputted to the PMFC 46 through the
optical path length difference generator 45. The refer-
ence light inputted to the PMFC 46 is split into first split
reference light and second split reference light. The first
split reference light is inputted to the PMFC 61 through
a collimator lens 47 and a lens 48. The second split ref-
erence light is inputted to the PMFC 62 through a colli-
mator lens 49 and a lens 50. The second reference light
is inputted to the PMFC 51 and then is split into third split
reference light and fourth split reference light. The third
split reference light is inputted to the PMFC 71 through
a collimator lens 52 and a lens 53. The fourth split refer-
ence light is inputted to the PMFC 72 through a collimator
lens 54 and a lens 55.

(Interference Optical System)

[0032] The interference optical systems 60, 70 include
a first interference optical system 60 and a second inter-
ference optical system 70. The first interference optical
system 60 includes the PMFCs 61 and 62. As described,
the horizontal polarization reflected light from the meas-
urement optical system and the first split reference light
(light having the optical path length difference ΔL’) from
the reference optical system are inputted to the PMFC
61. Here, the horizontal polarization reflected light con-
tains a reflected light component (light having the optical
path length difference ΔL) based on the first measure-
ment light and a reflected light component (light that does
not have the optical path length difference ΔL) based on
the second measurement light. Therefore, in the PMFC
61, the first split reference light is combined with the re-
flected light component (light having the optical path
length difference ΔL) based on the first measurement
light which is among the horizontal polarization reflected
light, as a result of which first interference light (horizontal
polarization component) is generated.
[0033] The vertical polarization reflected light from the
measurement optical system and the second split refer-
ence light (light having the optical path length difference
ΔL’) from the reference optical system are inputted to the
PMFC 62. Here, the vertical polarization reflected light
contains a reflected light component (light having the op-

tical path length difference ΔL) based on the first meas-
urement light and a reflected light component (light that
does not have the optical path length difference ΔL)
based on the second measurement light. Therefore, in
the PMFC 62, , the second split reference light is com-
bined with the reflected light component (light having the
optical path length difference ΔL) based on the first meas-
urement light which is among the vertical polarization re-
flected light, as a result of which second interference light
(vertical polarization component) is generated.
[0034] The second interference optical system 70 in-
cludes the PMFCs 71 and 72. As described, the horizon-
tal polarization reflected light from the measurement op-
tical system and the third split reference light (light that
does not have the optical path length difference ΔL’) from
the reference optical system are inputted to the PMFC
71. Therefore, in the PMFC 71, the third split reference
light is combined with a reflected light component (light
that does not have the optical path length difference ΔL)
based on the second measurement light which is among
the horizontal polarization reflected light, as a result of
which third interference light (horizontal polarization
component) is generated.
[0035] The vertical polarization reflected light from the
measurement optical system and the fourth split refer-
ence light (light that does not have the optical path length
difference ΔL’) from the reference optical system are in-
putted to the PMFC 72. Therefore, in the PMFC 72, , the
fourth split reference light is combined with the reflected
light component (light that does not have the optical path
length difference ΔL) based on the second measurement
light which is among the vertical polarization reflected
light, as a result of which fourth interference light (vertical
polarization component) is generated. The first interfer-
ence light and the second interference light correspond
to the measurement light that has passed through the
measurement light path S1, and the third interference
light and the fourth interference light correspond to the
measurement light that has passed through the meas-
urement light path S2.

(Interference Light Detectors)

[0036] The interference light detectors 80, 90 include
a first interference light detector 80 configured to detect
the interference light (the first interference light and the
second interference light) generated in the first interfer-
ence light generator 60, and a second interference light
detector 90 configured to detect the interference light (the
third interference light and the fourth interference light)
generated in the second interference light generator 70.
[0037] The first interference light detector 80 compris-
es balanced light detectors 81 and 82 (which may simply
be termed detectors 81, 82 hereinbelow), and a signal
processor 83 connected to the detectors 81 and 82. The
PMFC 61 is connected to the detector 81, and the signal
processor 83 is connected to an output terminal of the
detector 81. The PMFC 61 splits the first interference
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light into two interference light that have phases different
from each other by 180 degrees, and inputs the two in-
terference light to the detector 81. The detector 81 per-
forms differential amplification processing and noise re-
duction processing to the two interference light having
phases different from each other by 180 degrees inputted
from the PMFC 61 so as to convert them to an electric
signal (first interference signal), and outputs the first in-
terference signal to the signal processor 83. That is, the
first interference signal is an interference signal HH be-
tween the reference light and the horizontal polarization
reflected light from the subject eye 500 based on the
horizontal polarization measurement light. Similarly, the
PMFC 62 is connected to the detector 82, and the signal
processor 83 is connected to an output terminal of the
detector 82. The PMFC 62 splits the second interference
light into two interference light that have phases different
from each other by 180 degrees, and inputs the two in-
terference light to the detector 82. The detector 82 per-
forms differential amplification processing and noise re-
duction processing to the two interference light having
phases different from each other by 180 degrees so as
to convert them to an electric signal (second interference
signal), and outputs the second interference signal to the
signal processor 83. That is, the second interference sig-
nal is an interference signal HV between the reference
light and the vertical polarization reflected light from the
subject eye 500 based on the horizontal polarization
measurement light.
[0038] The signal processor 83 comprises a first signal
processing unit 84 to which the first interference signal
is inputted, and a second signal processing unit 85 to
which the second interference signal is inputted. The first
signal processing unit 84 is configured to sample the first
interference signal based on a sampling trigger and a
sampling clock inputted to the signal processor 83 from
the sampling trigger/clock generator 100. The second
signal processing unit 85 is configured to sample the sec-
ond interference signal based on the sampling trigger
and the sampling clock inputted to the signal processor
83 from the sampling trigger/clock generator 100. The
first and second interference signals sampled in the first
signal processing unit 84 and the second signal process-
ing unit 85 are inputted to a processor 202 (which will be
described later). A known data acquisition device (a so-
called DAQ) may be used as the signal processor 83.
[0039] Similar to the first interference light detector 80,
the second interference light detector 90 comprises bal-
anced light detectors 91 and 92 (which may simply be
termed detectors 91, 92 hereinbelow), and the signal
processor 93 connected to the detectors 91 and 92. The
PMFC 71 is connected to the detector 91, and the signal
processor 93 is connected to an output terminal of the
detector 91. The PMFC 71 splits the third interference
light into two interference light that have phases different
from each other by 180 degrees, and inputs the two in-
terference light to the detector 91. The detector 91 per-
forms differential amplification processing and noise re-

duction processing to the two interference light having
phases different from each other by 180 degrees so as
to convert them to an electric signal (third interference
signal), and outputs the third interference signal to the
signal processor 93. That is, the third interference signal
is an interference signal VH between the reference light
and the horizontal polarization reflected light from the
subject eye 500 based on the vertical polarization meas-
urement light. Similarly, the PMFC 72 is connected to the
detector 92, and the signal processor 93 is connected to
an output terminal of the detector 92. The PMFC 72 splits
the fourth interference light into two interference light that
have phases different from each other by 180 degrees,
and inputs the two interference light to the detector 92.
The detector 92 performs differential amplification
processing and noise reduction processing to the two
interference light having phases different from each other
by 180 degrees so as to convert them to an electric signal
(fourth interference signal), and outputs the fourth inter-
ference signal to the signal processor 93. That is, the
fourth interference signal is an interference signal VV be-
tween the reference light and the vertical polarization re-
flected light from the subject eye 500 based on the vertical
polarization measurement light.
[0040] The signal processor 93 comprises a third sig-
nal processing unit 94 to which the third interference sig-
nal is inputted, and a fourth signal processing unit 95 to
which the fourth interference signal is inputted. The third
signal processing unit 94 is configured to sample the third
interference signal based on a sampling trigger and a
sampling clock inputted to the signal processor 93 from
the sampling trigger/clock generator 100. The fourth sig-
nal processing unit 95 is configured to sample the fourth
interference signal based on the sampling trigger and the
sampling clock inputted to the signal processor 93 from
the sampling trigger/clock generator 100. The third and
fourth interference signals sampled in the third signal
processing unit 94 and the fourth signal processing unit
95 are inputted to the processor 202 (which will be de-
scribed later). A known data acquisition device (a so-
called DAQ) may also be used as the signal processor
93. According to the above configuration, it is possible
to acquire the interference signals indicative of four po-
larization characteristics of the subject eye 500. In the
present embodiment, the signal processors 83, 93, each
of which comprises two signal processing units, are used,
however, different configurations may be employed. For
example, one signal processor comprising four signal
processing units may be used, or four signal processors
each comprising one signal processing unit may be used.
[0041] Next, the configuration of a control system of
the optical coherence tomographic device according to
the present embodiment will be described. As illustrated
in FIG. 2, the optical coherence tomographic device is
controlled by a calculation unit 200. The calculation unit
200 comprises the processor 202, the first interference
light detector 80, and the second interference light de-
tector 90. The first interference light detector 80, the sec-
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ond interference light detector 90, and the processor 202
are connected to a measurement unit 10. The processor
202 is configured to output a control signal to the meas-
urement unit 10 to move an incidence position of the
measurement light to the subject eye 500 by driving the
galvanometer mirrors 27 and 28. The first interference
light detector 80 acquires first sampling data with respect
to the interference signals (the interference signal HH
and the interference signal HV) inputted from the meas-
urement unit 10 based on a sampling clock 1 inputted
from the measurement unit 10 and by using a sampling
trigger 1 as a trigger, and outputs the first sampling data
to the processor 202. The processor 202 performs cal-
culation processing such as Fourier transform, etc. to the
first sampling data to generate an HH tomographic image
and an HV tomographic image. The second interference
light detector 90 acquires second sampling data with re-
spect to the interference signals (the interference signal
VH and the interference signal VV) inputted from the
measurement unit 10 based on a sampling clock 2 input-
ted from the measurement unit 10 and by using a sam-
pling trigger 2 as a trigger, and outputs the second sam-
pling data to the processor 202. The processor 202 per-
forms calculation processing such as Fourier transform,
etc. to the second sampling data to generate a VH tom-
ographic image and a VV tomographic image. The HH
tomographic image, the VH tomographic image, the HV
tomographic image, and the VV tomographic image are
tomographic images at the same position. Thus, the proc-
essor 202 can create tomographic images with four po-
larization characteristics (HH, HV, VH, VV) that represent
a Jones matrix of the subject eye 500.
[0042] As illustrated in FIG. 3, the sampling trig-
ger/clock generator 100 comprises a fiber coupler 102,
a sampling trigger generator (140 to 152), and a sampling
clock generator (160 to 174). The light from the light
source 11 is inputted, through the fiber coupler 13 and
the fiber coupler 102, to each of the sampling trigger gen-
erator 140 and the sampling clock generator 160.

(Sampling Trigger Generator)

[0043] The sampling trigger generator 140 may gen-
erate a sampling trigger by using, for example, an FBG
(fiber bragg grating) 144. As illustrated in FIG. 3, the FBG
144 reflects only a component of the light inputted from
the light source 11 that has a specific wavelength, thereby
generating a sampling trigger. The generated sampling
trigger is inputted to a distributor 150. The distributor 150
distributes the sampling trigger into the sampling trigger
1 and the sampling trigger 2. The sampling trigger 1 is
inputted, through a signal delay circuit 152, to the proc-
essor 202. The sampling trigger 2 is directly inputted to
the processor 202. The sampling trigger 1 is a trigger
signal for the interference signals (the first interference
signal and the second interference signal) inputted from
the first interference light detector 80 to the processor
202. The sampling trigger 2 is a trigger signal for the

interference signals (the third interference signal and the
fourth interference signal) inputted from the second in-
terference light detector 90 to the processor 202. The
signal delay circuit 152 is designed such that the sam-
pling trigger 1 is delayed relative to the sampling trigger
2 by a time corresponding to the optical path length dif-
ference ΔL of the optical path length difference generator
22. This makes it possible to make a frequency at which
the sampling of the interference signals inputted from the
first interference light detector 80 is started equal to a
frequency at which the sampling of the interference sig-
nals inputted from the second interference light detector
90 is started. Only the sampling trigger 1 may be gener-
ated. Since the optical path length difference ΔL is known,
the sampling of the interference signals inputted from the
second interference light detector 90 may be started such
that the start time is delayed from the sampling trigger 1
by a time corresponding to the optical path length differ-
ence ΔL.

(Sampling Clock Generator)

[0044] The sampling clock generator may be config-
ured of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, for example. As
illustrated in FIG. 3, the sampling clock generator gen-
erates a sampling clock with the same frequency by using
the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The sampling clock
generated by the Mach-Zehnder interferometer is input-
ted to a distributor 172. The distributor 172 distributes
the sampling clock into the sampling clock 1 and the sam-
pling clock 2. The sampling clock 1 is inputted, through
a signal delay circuit 174, to the first interference light
detector 80. The sampling clock 2 is directly inputted to
the second interference light detector 90. The signal de-
lay circuit 174 is designed to cause a delay by a time
corresponding to the optical path length difference ΔL of
the optical path length difference generator 22. This
makes it possible to sample interference light with the
delay corresponding to the optical path length difference
generator 22 at the same timing. Thus, positional mis-
alignment among a plurality of acquired tomographic im-
ages can be prevented. In the present embodiment, a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer is used to generate the
sampling clocks. Alternatively, a Michelson interferom-
eter or an electric circuit may be used to generate the
sampling clocks. Alternatively, the sampling clocks may
be generated by using a light source including a sampling
clock generator.
[0045] Next, referring to FIG. 4, a process for display-
ing tomographic images of the subject eye 500 on a mon-
itor 120 such that they are superimposed on each other
will be described. In the present embodiment, a process
for displaying tomographic images of the fundus of the
subject eye 500 such that they are superimposed on each
other is described as an example. It should be noted that
tomographic images are not limited to tomographic im-
ages of the fundus of the subject eye 500. Tomographic
images may be tomographic images of a different part
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of the subject eye 500 other than the fundus, for example,
tomographic images of the anterior eye part.
[0046] As illustrated in FIG. 4, the processor 202 first
acquires tomographic images of the subject eye 500
(S12). This acquisition of tomographic images of the sub-
ject eye 500 is performed as follows. First, an examiner
manipulates a manipulatable member (not illustrated)
such as a joystick, etc. to align the optical coherence
tomographic device with respect to the subject eye 500.
That is, the processor 202 operates a position adjuster
(not illustrated) in accordance with the user’s manipula-
tion on the manipulatable member. Positions of the op-
tical coherence tomographic device in xy-directions (ver-
tical and horizontal directions) and a z-direction (forward-
rearward direction) are thereby adjusted with respect to
the subject eye 500.
[0047] Then, the processor 202 captures tomographic
images of the subject eye 500. In the present embodi-
ment, this capture is performed by raster scanning. In
this way, tomographic images for the entirety of the fun-
dus of the subject eye 500 are acquired. Method for cap-
turing tomographic images for the funds of the subject
eye 500 is not limited to the raster scanning. It suffices
that tomographic images are acquired for the entirety of
the fundus of the subject eye 500, and tomographic im-
ages may be captured, for example, by radial scanning.
[0048] Once acquiring the tomographic images of the
fundus of the subject eye 500 in S12, the processor 202
creates various tomographic images indicative of differ-
ent characteristics from the tomographic images ac-
quired in S12 (S14). Hereinbelow, the description will fo-
cus on one of the tomographic images acquired in S12.
As described, the optical coherence tomographic device
according to the present embodiment can simultaneous-
ly acquire a tomographic image captured by inputting a
normal wave to the subject eye 500 and a tomographic
image captured by inputting a horizontal wave to the sub-
ject eye 500, because the optical coherence tomographic
device is of polarization-sensitive type. By using these
two types of tomographic images, the processor 202 can
create not only a tomographic image showing a tissue in
the subject eye 500 by scattering intensity (which is a so-
called normal tomographic image and may simply be
termed "normal tomographic image" hereinbelow), but
also a tomographic image showing entropy in the subject
eye 500 (which may simply be termed "entropy tomo-
graphic image" hereinbelow), a tomographic image
showing birefringence in the subject eye 500 (which may
simply be termed "birefringence tomographic image"
hereinbelow), a tomographic image showing a fiber di-
rection in the subject eye 500 (which may simply be
termed "fiber-direction tomographic image" hereinbe-
low), a tomographic image showing a blood flow in the
subject eye 500 (which may simply be termed "blood-
flow tomographic image" hereinbelow), etc. In the
present embodiment, the normal tomographic image, the
entropy tomographic image, the birefringence tomo-
graphic image, the fiber-direction tomographic image,

and the blood-flow tomographic image are created by
using the four interference signals HH, HV, VH, and VV.
The normal tomographic image may be created by using
at least one of the four interference signals HH, HV, VH,
and VV.
[0049] The entropy tomographic image, the birefrin-
gence tomographic image, the fiber-direction tomo-
graphic image, and the blood-flow tomographic image
can be created by using known methods. For example,
the entropy tomographic image can be created by calcu-
lating the entropy of the acquired tomographic image.
The birefringence tomographic image can be created as
follows. In capturing a tomographic image, scattered light
beams caused by microstructures that are smaller than
the OCT resolution interfere with each other, thereby
generating speckles. Phase differences between signals
of polarization of the generated speckles are displayed.
In this way, the birefringence tomographic image is cre-
ated. The fiber-direction tomographic image can be cre-
ated by calculating a birefringence axis. The blood-flow
tomographic image can be created as follows. The cap-
ture of a tomographic image is performed multiple times
in S12. At this time, scattered light beams caused by
microstructures that are smaller than the OCT resolution
interfere with each other, thereby generating speckles.
A dispersion of scattering intensity signals or phase sig-
nals of the generated speckles is displayed. In this way,
the blood-flow tomographic image is created. These dif-
ferent types of tomographic images are tomographic im-
ages showing the same cross section and position in the
subject eye 500. It should be noted that tomographic im-
ages to be created may be any types of tomographic
images as long as they can be created by using the optical
coherence tomographic device of polarization-sensitive
type, and tomographic images showing different charac-
teristics from those described above may be created.
[0050] Next, the processor 202 displays the various
tomographic images created in S14 on the monitor 120
(S16). That is, in the present embodiment, the processor
202 displays the normal tomographic image, the entropy
tomographic image, the birefringence tomographic im-
age, the fiber-direction tomographic image, and the
blood-flow tomographic image, which were created in
S14, in parallel on the monitor 120.
[0051] Each of the tomographic images is displayed
with an index suitable for the characteristic shown in the
tomographic image. For the normal tomographic image,
the index is, for example, scattering intensity (luminance)
(dB). In the example of FIG. 5, the tomographic image is
displayed in black in areas with 0 dB, displayed in white
in areas with 35 dB, and displayed in color gradation in
areas between 0 to 35 dB. For the entropy tomographic
image, the index is, for example, dimensionless quantity.
In the example of FIG. 6, the tomographic image is dis-
played in yellow in areas with 0, displayed in blue in areas
with 1, and displayed in color gradation of yellow, orange,
red, purple, and blue in areas between 0 to 1. For the
birefringence tomographic image, the index is, for exam-
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ple, phase delay amount (rad) caused by birefringence.
In the example of FIG. 7, the tomographic image is dis-
played in yellow in areas with 0 rad, displayed in dark
blue in areas with 0.5 rad, and displayed in color grada-
tion of yellow, greenish yellow, green, blue, and dark blue
in areas between 0 to 0.5 rad. For the fiber-direction to-
mographic image, the index is, for example, angle of bi-
refringence axis (rad). In the example of FIG. 8, the to-
mographic image is displayed in black in areas with -π,
displayed in white in areas with +π, and displayed in color
gradation in areas between -π and +π. For the blood-flow
tomographic image, the index is, for example, dimension-
less quantity. In the example of FIG. 9A, the tomographic
image is displayed in black in areas with 0, displayed in
white in areas with 1, and displayed in color gradation in
areas between 0 to 1.
[0052] Next, the processor 202 determines whether
two or more tomographic images are selected from
among the displayed tomographic images (S18). Specif-
ically, the user selects desired images from among the
various types of tomographic images displayed on the
monitor 120 by using an input device (not illustrated) such
as a mouse, etc. When completing the image selection,
the user notifies that the image selection has been com-
pleted. For example, the user notifies that the image se-
lection has been completed by pushing a button "Finish"
displayed on the monitor 120 with the input device. The
processor 202 waits until the completion of the image
selection is notified (NO in S18). Hereinbelow, a case
where the user has selected the normal tomographic im-
age and the entropy tomographic image will be described
as an example.
[0053] When the completion of the image selection has
been notified (YES in S18), the processor 202 deter-
mines whether an order in which the images selected in
S18 are to be superimposed (which may be termed "su-
perimposing order" hereinbelow) is selected (S20). Spe-
cifically, the user selects a superimposing order for the
selected tomographic images displayed on the monitor
120 by using the input device (not illustrated) such as a
mouse, etc. Then, when completing the order selection,
the user notifies the completion of the order selection.
The processor 202 waits until the completion of the order
selection is notified (NO in S20). For the normal tomo-
graphic image and the entropy tomographic image se-
lected in S18, the user selects a superimposing order,
for example, in which the entropy tomographic image is
superimposed on top of the normal tomographic image.
[0054] When the completion of the order selection has
been notified (YES in S20), the processor 202 deter-
mines for each of the selected tomographic images
whether a numerical range of the index (which may sim-
ply be termed "range" hereinbelow) is selected (S22).
Specifically, the user selects, for each of the selected
tomographic images, a range to be displayed out of the
entire range of the index by using the input device (not
illustrated) such as a mouse, etc. For example, in the
case where the entropy tomographic image is superim-

posed on top of the normal tomographic image, the user
does not select a range for the normal tomographic image
in order to display the entire range which is the same as
the one displayed in S16, whereas the user selects for
the entropy tomographic image, for example, a range of
0.3 to 0.7 out of the dimensionless quantity range of 0 to
1 (entire range) displayed in S16 to exclude values
around 0 and 1. When completing the range selection,
the user notifies the completion of the range selection.
The processor 202 waits until the completion of the range
selection is notified (NO in S22).
[0055] When the completion of the range selection has
been notified (YES in S22), the processor 202 displays
the images selected in S18 on the monitor 120 such that
they are superimposed on each another (S24). At this
time, the processor 202 superimposes the tomographic
images on each another according to the order selected
in S20 (i.e., which one of the images is superimposed on
top of the other image). Further, the processor 202 su-
perimposes the tomographic images showing the ranges
selected in S22. For example, in the example of FIG. 10,
the processor 202 superimposes the entropy tomograph-
ic image on top of the normal tomographic image accord-
ing to the order selected in S20. At this time, the processor
202 displays, according to the ranges selected in S22,
the normal tomographic image showing the entire range
and superimposes the entropy tomographic image show-
ing only the range of 0.3 to 0.7 on top of the normal to-
mographic image.
[0056] For example, in the example of FIG. 10, the en-
tropy tomographic image is superimposed on top of the
normal tomographic image, and an image in which the
tomographic images are superimposed as such is dis-
played on the monitor 120. By displaying calculated en-
tropy, it is possible to visualize a distribution of substance,
for example and mainly melanin, in the subject eye 500.
The detailed internal structure of the subject eye 500 may
not be grasped just by checking the entropy tomographic
image, and thus it may be difficult to understand in which
part of the subject eye 500 melanin distributes. To the
contrary, positions, etc. of tissues in the subject eye 500
can be visually identified in the normal tomographic im-
age. Since the entropy tomographic image is superim-
posed on top of the normal tomographic image in the
example of FIG. 10, the user can check the melanin dis-
tribution in the subject eye 500 while grasping the internal
structure of the subject eye 500 owing to the normal to-
mographic image, thereby facilitating the understanding
of a correspondence relationship between the internal
structure of the subject eye 500 and the melanin distri-
bution. This helps, for example, to find ailments resulting
from a change in retinal pigment epithelial cells (RPE
cells) and to diagnose age-related macular degeneration
and retinitis pigmentosa.
[0057] In the example of FIG. 10, the entropy tomo-
graphic image is superimposed on top of the normal to-
mographic image, with the range of 0 to 1 limited to the
range of 0.3 to 0.7. Thus, only the range the user is in-
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terested in can be displayed.
[0058] The above example assumes that the entropy
tomographic image is superimposed on top of the normal
tomographic image, however, any combination of tomo-
graphic images may be superimposed. For example, as
illustrated in FIG. 11, the birefringence tomographic im-
age may be superimposed on the normal tomographic
image. In the birefringence tomographic image, it is pos-
sible to grasp a fiber density distribution in the subject
eye 500. Superimposing the birefringence tomographic
image on top of the normal tomographic image facilitates
the understanding of a correspondence relationship be-
tween the internal structure of the subject eye 500 and
the fiber density distribution. This helps to find aliments
resulting from structural change of the subject eye 500
due to increase in eye axial length and/or high intraocular
pressure and to diagnose excessive myopia and glauco-
ma.
[0059] The fiber-direction tomographic image may be
superimposed on top of the normal tomographic image.
Superimposing the fiber-direction tomographic image on
top of the normal tomographic image facilitates the un-
derstanding of a correspondence relationship between
the internal structure of the subject eye 500 and the fiber
direction in the subject eye 500. This helps to find ali-
ments resulting from structural change of the subject eye
500 due to increase in eye axial length and/or high in-
traocular pressure and to diagnose excessive myopia
and glaucoma.
[0060] The blood-flow tomographic image may be su-
perimposed on top of the normal tomographic image. Su-
perimposing the blood-flow tomographic image on top of
the normal tomographic image facilitates the understand-
ing of a correspondence relationship between the internal
structure of the subject eye 500 and a blood flow distri-
bution in the subject eye 500. This helps to find blood
vessel abnormalities and to diagnose aliments resulting
from ischemia such as glaucoma, myopia, etc. and ali-
ments resulting from abnormal blood vessels such as
choroidal neovascular, etc.
[0061] In the above examples, two tomographic imag-
es are superimposed, however, the number of tomo-
graphic images to be superimposed is non-limiting, and
three or more tomographic images may be superim-
posed. Superimposing three or more tomographic imag-
es facilitates the understanding of correspondence rela-
tionships among different characteristics of the subject
eye 500.
[0062] For example, in the example of FIG. 12, three
tomographic images, namely the normal tomographic im-
age, the entropy tomographic image, and the birefrin-
gence tomographic image, are superimposed on one an-
other. In this case, the normal tomographic image, the
entropy tomographic image, and the birefringence tom-
ographic image are selected in S18. Then, in S20, the
processor 202 determines whether a superimposing or-
der of the three tomographic images is selected. For ex-
ample, the user selects a superimposing order such that

the birefringence tomographic image is to be superim-
posed on top of the normal tomographic image and the
entropy tomographic image is to be superimposed on top
of the birefringence tomographic image. Then, in S22,
the processor 202 determines for each of the three im-
ages whether a range to be displayed is selected. For
example, the user does not select a range for the normal
tomographic image, selects a range of dimensionless
quantity 0.3 to 0.7 for the entropy tomographic image,
and selects a range of 0.1 to 0.3 rad out of the entire
phase delay amount range of 0 to 0.5 rad for the birefrin-
gence tomographic image. Then, in S24, the processor
202 displays the three tomographic images on the mon-
itor 120 such that they are superimposed on one another.
At this time, the processor 202 superimposes the normal
tomographic image, the birefringence tomographic im-
age, and the entropy tomographic image according to
the order selected in S20. At this time, the processor 202
displays, according to the ranges selected in S22, the
entire range of the normal tomographic image, superim-
poses the birefringence tomographic image showing only
the range of 0.1 to 0.3 rad on top of the normal tomo-
graphic image, and further superimposes the entropy to-
mographic image showing only the range of 0.3 to 0.7
on top of the birefringence tomographic image.
[0063] Superimposing the entropy tomographic image
and the birefringence tomographic image on the normal
tomographic image facilitates the understanding of cor-
respondence relationships between the internal structure
of the subject eye 500 and each of the melanin distribu-
tion and the fiber density, as well as the understanding
of a correspondence relationship between the melanin
distribution and the fiber density.
[0064] In the present embodiment, tomographic imag-
es are superimposed on each other in S24 according to
the order selected in S20, however, other configurations
may be employed. For example, after tomographic im-
ages have been superimposed and displayed in S24, the
superimposing order may be changed. When the user
changes the superimposing order of the tomographic im-
ages after checking the displayed image, an underlying
tomographic image can be moved to the superficial side,
thereby facilitating the user’s understanding of a corre-
spondence relationship between the tomographic imag-
es. FIG. 13 illustrates an image in which the entropy to-
mographic image is superimposed on top of the normal
tomographic image and the birefringence tomographic
image is superimposed on top of the entropy tomographic
image. Although the normal tomographic image, the en-
tropy tomographic image, and the birefringence tomo-
graphic image are superimposed in each of FIGS. 12 and
13, the entropy tomographic image is the uppermost to-
mographic image in FIG. 12, whereas the birefringence
tomographic image is the uppermost tomographic image
in FIG. 13. By comparing different images in which the
same types of tomographic images are superposed on
one another in different orders, the user can more clearly
understand correspondence relationships of the tomo-
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graphic images.
[0065] In the present embodiment, a range to be dis-
played is selectable for each tomographic image in S22,
however, for example, a color to be used in each tomo-
graphic image may be selectable in addition to the range.
Specifically, in S22, the processor 202 may determine
whether a color to be used in each tomographic image
is selected, after a range to be displayed has been se-
lected for each tomographic image. As described, each
tomographic image is displayed in color gradation within
the index range of the tomographic image. If a color to
be used is not selected, the tomographic image is dis-
played in color gradation within the selected range. This
display of tomographic image in color gradation helps
the user to understand a numerical value distribution
within the selected range for the tomographic image. On
the other hand, if a color to be used is selected, the to-
mographic image is displayed in the selected single color
regardless of numerical values. Displaying a tomograph-
ic image in a single color provides decreased amount of
information on the tomographic image, whereas it makes
it clearer which type of tomographic image is displayed.
Thus, especially when multiple tomographic images are
to be superimposed, for example, when at least two to-
mographic images are to be superimposed on the normal
tomographic image, displaying each tomographic image
in a single color helps to distinguish the tomographic im-
ages by their colors.
[0066] In the present embodiment, the user selects
ranges to be displayed in S22, however, other configu-
rations may be employed. The processor 202 may de-
termine ranges to be displayed. For example, the proc-
essor 202 may acquire plural pieces of data on an eye
in normal condition (i.e., normal eye) and determine a
threshold based on the plural pieces of data on the normal
eye. Specifically, the processor 202 may determine a
threshold based on a standard deviation of the plural
pieces of data on the normal eye (e.g., average 6 1σ to
63σ). The threshold may be a value that has been proven
to be associated with abnormality from clinical findings.
For example, a value based on which it is determined
that a person has poor eyesight, a value that has been
proven to be useful to detect a rupture of RPE cell, etc.
can be used as the threshold. Ranges determined by the
processor 202 may be presented and the user may
change the presented ranges.
[0067] In the present embodiment, tomographic imag-
es showing ranges selected in S22 are superimposed
and displayed in S24. However, for example, transmis-
sibility of each tomographic image may be selectable in
addition to the ranges. For example, when the entropy
tomographic image is to be superimposed on top of the
normal tomographic image, the processor 202 may de-
termine whether transmissibility is selected for the entro-
py tomographic image, which is the upper image in the
positional relationship with the normal tomographic im-
age. This makes it possible to easily see the normal to-
mographic image, which is the lower image in the posi-

tional relationship with the entropy tomographic image,
through the entropy tomographic image superimposed
thereon. Thus, even when at least two tomographic im-
ages are superimposed on each other, the user can see
both the lower tomographic image and the upper tomo-
graphic image. The transmissibility may be changeable
after tomographic images have been superimposed and
displayed.
[0068] In the present embodiment, images selected in
S18 are superimposed. However, instead of the user se-
lecting images to be superimposed, the same types of
images as those the user previously selected may be
selected, for example. Specifically, types of images se-
lected in S18 may be stored in a memory (not illustrated),
and the same types of images as those stored in the
memory may be selected in S18 when the process of
superimposing and displaying tomographic images is ex-
ecuted next time or later. Further, the superimposing or-
der selected in S20 and the ranges selected in S22 may
be stored in the memory, and the superimposing order
and the ranges stored in the memory may be selected
when the process of superimposing and displaying tom-
ographic images is executed next time or later. For the
colors used in tomographic images and transmissibility
as well, colors and transmissibility that were selected by
the user in the past may be read out from the memory
and selected.

Second Embodiment

[0069] In the first embodiment, plural tomographic im-
ages are superimposed and displayed, however, other
configurations may be employed. For example, en-face
images may be superimposed and displayed. An en-face
image is an image in which three-dimensional data is
compressed into a two-dimensional frontal image by cal-
culating the maximal value, minimal value, or average
value for each A-scan regarding the three-dimensional
data. Referring to FIGS. 14 to 17, a process for displaying
en-face images of the subject eye 500 such that they are
superimposed on each other will be described.
[0070] To create en-face images, the user inputs an
instruction to create en-face images by using the input
device (not illustrated) such as a mouse, etc. A process
for creating the en-face images is thereby started. Then,
as illustrated in FIG. 14, the processor 202 first acquires
tomographic images of the subject eye 500 (S32). A de-
tailed description for a process of S32 is omitted because
the process is similar to the process of S12 in the first
embodiment. The instruction to create the en-face imag-
es may be inputted after the process of S32.
[0071] Then, the processor 202 determines whether
an en-face image creating condition is selected (S34).
Specifically, the user selects a depthwise area for the en-
face images to be created. Further, the user selects which
of the maximal value, minimal value, or average value
should be calculated to create the en-face images.
[0072] Here, how a depthwise area for the en-face im-
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ages to be created is selected will be described. As the
depthwise area for the en-face images to be created, the
entire depthwise area or a specific depthwise area of the
tomographic images of the subject eye 500 acquired in
S32 can be selected. In a case of creating the en-face
images for a specific depthwise area of the tomographic
images of the subject eye 500, they are created as fol-
lows. The processor 202 first specifies boundaries in the
subject eye 500 (segments the subject eye 500) on each
tomographic image. A detailed description for this seg-
mentation is omitted because it can be performed using
known methods. Then, the user selects a depthwise ar-
ea. For example, the user selects two boundaries be-
tween desired segmented layers. In this case, the proc-
essor 202 creates the en-face images only for an area
between the two selected layer boundaries. The user
may select one layer boundary and a thickness for the
en-face images to be created. In this case, the processor
202 creates the en-face images for the selected thick-
ness from the selected layer boundary. The depthwise
area may be changeable after it has been selected by
the user. For example, the depthwise area may be shifted
in the depth direction while the thickness selected by the
user is maintained.
[0073] In S34, the user selects the entire depthwise
area or a specific depthwise area for the en-face images
to be created, using the input device such as a mouse,
etc. In case of selecting a specific depthwise area as the
depthwise area for the en-face images to be created, the
user further selects two boundaries of segmented layers
or one boundary of segmented layers. Further, the user
selects which of the maximal value, minimal value, or
average value should be used to create the en-face im-
ages. The processor 202 waits until the completion of
the selection of en-face image creating condition is noti-
fied (NO in S34).
[0074] When the completion of the selection of the en-
face image creating condition has been notified (YES in
S34), the processor 202 creates various types of en-face
images showing different characteristics from the tomo-
graphic images acquired in S32 based on the creating
condition selected in S34 (S36). That is, an en-face image
is created for each of images showing characteristics
(e.g., an image showing a tissue in the subject eye 500
by scattering intensity, an image showing entropy in the
subject eye 500, an image showing birefringence in the
subject eye 500, an image showing a fiber direction in
the subject eye 500, and an image showing a blood flow
in the subject eye 500). Then, the processor 202 displays
the various en-face images created in S36 on the monitor
120 (S38). The processor 202 then determines whether
images are selected from among the en-face images dis-
played on the monitor 120 (S40), determines whether a
superimposing order of the selected en-face images is
selected (S42), and determines whether ranges to be
displayed are selected for the en-face images (S44).
Then, the processor 202 displays the en-face images on
the monitor 120 such that they are superimposed on each

other based on the information selected in S40 to S44
(S46). A detailed description for processes of S44 to S44
is omitted because they are similar to the processes of
S18 to S22 in the first embodiment. In the present em-
bodiment as well, the superimposing order, the ranges
to be displayed, and transmissibility may be changeable
after the en-face images have been superimposed and
displayed. Further, the en-face image creating condition
in S34 may be also changeable after the en-face images
have been superimposed and displayed. Displaying the
en-face images such that they are superimposed on each
other makes it possible to easily check the subject eye
500 over a wider range.
[0075] FIGS. 15A to 15C and 16A to 16D illustrate ex-
amples of en-face images created by calculating the
maximal value of the entire depthwise area of tomograph-
ic images of the subject eye 500. FIG. 15A illustrates an
en-face image created from a normal tomographic image
(which may be termed "normal en-face image"), FIG. 15B
illustrates an en-face image created from an entropy to-
mographic image (which may be termed "entropy en-face
image"), and FIG. 15C illustrates an en-face image cre-
ated from a birefringence tomographic image (which may
be termed "birefringence en-face image").
[0076] FIGS. 16A to 16D illustrate examples of how
the en-face images of FIGS. 15A to 15C are superim-
posed and displayed. FIG. 16A illustrates an image in
which the entropy en-face image is superimposed on top
of the normal en-face image. For the normal en-face im-
age, the entire range is selected, while for the entropy
en-face image, a range of 0.4 to 0.5 is selected. Display-
ing the entropy en-face image and the normal en-face
image such that the entropy en-face image is superim-
posed on top of the normal en-face image helps to grasp
how melanin distributes over a wider area of the subject
eye 500, and thus facilitates the understanding of mela-
nin distribution over an entire fundus surface of the sub-
ject eye 500.
[0077] FIG. 16B illustrates an image in which the bire-
fringence en-face image is superimposed on top of the
normal en-face image. For the normal en-face image,
the entire range is selected, while for the birefringence
en-face image, a range of 0.3 to 0.5 rad is selected. Dis-
playing the birefringence en-face image and the normal
en-face image such that the birefringence en-face image
is superimposed on top of the normal en-face image fa-
cilitates the understanding of fiber density distribution
over the entire fundus surface of the subject eye 500.
[0078] FIG. 16C illustrates an image in which the bire-
fringence en-face image is superimposed on top of the
normal en-face image and the entropy en-face image is
superimposed on top of the birefringence en-face image.
FIG. 16D illustrates an image in which the entropy en-
face image is superimposed on top of the normal en-face
image and the birefringence en-face image is superim-
posed on top of the entropy en-face image. As illustrated
in FIGS. 16C and 16D, displaying the normal en-face
image, the entropy en-face image, and the birefringence
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en-face image such that the entropy en-face image and
the birefringence en-face image are superimposed on
the normal en-face image facilitates the understanding
of the correspondence relationship between melanin dis-
tribution and fiber density distribution over the entire fun-
dus surface of the subject eye 500.
[0079] FIGS. 17A to 17F illustrate examples of en-face
images created by calculating the maximal value of a
specific depthwise area of tomographic images of the
subject eye 500. FIG. 17A illustrates a normal en-face
image with an area around the choroidal superficial layer
selected, and FIG. 17B illustrates an entropy en-face im-
age with the same area as the one in FIG. 17A (i.e., the
area around the choroidal superficial layer) selected.
FIG. 17C illustrates an image in which the entropy en-
face image of FIG. 17B with only a range of 0.2 to 0.5 is
superimposed on top of the normal en-face image of FIG.
17A. FIG. 17D illustrates a normal en-face image with an
area around the choroid deep layer selected, and FIG.
17E illustrates an entropy en-face image with the same
area as the one in FIG. 17D (i.e., the area around the
choroid deep layer) selected. FIG. 17F illustrates an im-
age in which the entropy en-face image of FIG. 17E with
only a range of 0.2 to 0.5 is superimposed on top of the
normal en-face image of FIG. 17D. As illustrated in FIGS.
17C and 17F, creating en-face images by selecting a
depthwise area of the subject eye 500 helps to under-
stand the condition of the subject eye 500 in the user-
desired specific area (tissue or layer). This more efficient-
ly helps diagnosis for ailments of the subject eye 500.
[0080] Specific examples of the disclosure herein have
been described in detail, however, these are mere ex-
emplary indications and thus do not limit the scope of the
claims. The art described in the claims includes modifi-
cations and variations of the specific examples presented
above. Technical features described in the description
and the drawings may technically be useful alone or in
various combinations, and are not limited to the combi-
nations as originally claimed. Further, the purpose of the
examples illustrated by the present description or draw-
ings is to satisfy multiple objectives simultaneously, and
satisfying any one of those objectives gives technical util-
ity to the present disclosure.

Claims

1. An optical coherence tomographic device of polari-
zation-sensitive type, comprising:

an image capturing unit (10) configured to cap-
ture a tomographic image of a subject eye (500);
and
a display unit (120) configured to display the to-
mographic image captured by the image captur-
ing unit (10),
wherein

the tomographic image comprises at least
two images selected from a group consist-
ing of: an image showing a tissue in the sub-
ject eye (500) by scattering intensity, an im-
age showing a melanin distribution in the
subject eye (500), an image showing a fiber
density in the subject eye (500), an image
showing a fiber direction in the subject eye
(500), and an image showing a blood flow
in the subject eye (500), and
the display unit (120) is configured to display
the at least two images at a same position
and on a same cross section such that the
at least two images are superimposed on
each other.

2. The optical coherence tomographic device accord-
ing to claim 1, further comprising an input device for
input of a numerical range of an index to be displayed
for each of the at least two images,
wherein the display unit (120) is configured to display
each of the at least two images according to the nu-
merical range inputted through the input device.

3. The optical coherence tomographic device accord-
ing to claim 1 or 2, wherein

the input device is further for input of an order
in which the at least two images are superim-
posed, and
the display unit (120) is configured to display the
at least two images such that the at least two
images are superimposed on each other in the
order inputted through the input device.

4. The optical coherence tomographic device accord-
ing to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein

the image showing the melanin distribution in
the subject eye (500) is created based on entro-
py, and
the image showing a fiber density in the subject
eye (500) is created based on birefringence.

5. The optical coherence tomographic device accord-
ing to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein

the image capturing unit (10) comprises:

a light source (11);
a measurement optical system (21 to 32)
configured to generate measurement light
from light outputted from the light source
(11) and to generate reflected light from the
subject eye (500) by irradiating the subject
eye (500) with the generated measurement
light;
a reference optical system (41 to 46, 51)
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configured to generate reference light from
the light outputted from the light source (11);
and
an interference light detector (80, 90) con-
figured to detect interference light, the inter-
ference light being a combination of the re-
flected light from the subject eye (500) gen-
erated by the measurement optical system
(21 to 32) and the reference light generated
by the reference optical system (41 to 46,
51),

the measurement optical system (21 to 32) is
configured to:

generate first polarization measurement
light and second polarization measurement
light from the light outputted from the light
source (11), wherein the first polarization
measurement light vibrates in a first direc-
tion and the second polarization measure-
ment light vibrates in a second direction dif-
ferent from the first direction;
irradiate the subject eye (500) with the first
polarization measurement light and the sec-
ond polarization measurement light;
generate first polarization reflected light and
second polarization reflected light from re-
flected light of the first polarization meas-
urement light from the subject eye (500),
wherein the first polarization reflected light
vibrates in the first direction and the second
polarization reflected light vibrates in the
second direction; and
generate third polarization reflected light
and fourth polarization reflected light from
reflected light of the second polarization
measurement light from the subject eye
(500), wherein the third polarization reflect-
ed light vibrates in the first direction and the
fourth polarization reflected light vibrates in
the second direction, and

the interference light detector (80, 90) is config-
ured to detect first interference light, second in-
terference light, third interference light, and
fourth interference light, wherein the first inter-
ference light is a combination of the first polari-
zation reflected light and the reference light, the
second interference light is a combination of the
second polarization reflected light and the ref-
erence light, the third interference light is a com-
bination of the third polarization reflected light
and the reference light, and the fourth interfer-
ence light is a combination of the fourth polari-
zation reflected light and the reference light.

6. The optical coherence tomographic device accord-

ing to claim 5, wherein

the image showing a tissue in the subject eye
(500) by scattering intensity is created by using
at least one of the first interference light, the sec-
ond interference light, the third interference light,
and the fourth interference light,
each of the image showing a melanin distribution
in the subject eye (500), the image showing a
fiber density in the subject eye (500), the image
showing a fiber direction in the subject eye (500),
and the image showing a blood flow in the sub-
ject eye (500) is created by using the first inter-
ference light, the second interference light, the
third interference light, and the fourth interfer-
ence light.

7. The optical coherence tomographic device accord-
ing to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein

the display unit (120) is configured to display en-
face images of the at least two images created
from the tomographic image captured by the im-
age capturing unit (10), and
the display unit (120) is configured to display the
en-face images of the at least two images such
that the en-face images are superimposed on
each other.

8. A non-transitory computer-readable recording me-
dium storing computer-readable instructions for an
optical coherence tomographic device,
wherein the computer-readable instructions, when
executed by a processor of the optical coherence
tomographic device, cause the optical coherence to-
mographic device to:

create at least two tomographic images selected
from a group consisting of: a tomographic image
showing a tissue in the subject eye (500) by scat-
tering intensity, a tomographic image showing
a melanin distribution in the subject eye (500),
a tomographic image showing a fiber density in
the subject eye (500), a tomographic image
showing a fiber direction in the subject eye (500),
and a tomographic image showing a blood flow
in the subject eye (500); and
display the at least two tomographic images at
a same position and on a same cross section
such that the at least two tomographic images
are superimposed on each other.
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